INFORMATION
Available from Directory Boards marked with symbol. Personal enquiries are referred to the JD Story Building (61).

Authorised by the Vice-Chancellor under Section 2 of Statute No. 46 subject to the detailed specifications set out on the back hereof. Vehicles may be parked only in areas indicated by colour codes according to class of parking permit held. Parking is not permitted against kerbs marked yellow unless indicated by authorised signs. Parking within coloured areas is subject to further control by signs and road markings.

Legend Information
- Information Directories
- Parking - Refer To Signs
- Translink Bus Stops
- Tail Ramps
- Emergency Call Points
- UnitSafe Bus Stops
- Student Administration Centre
- Health Service - Ph 3365-6210
- Disability Support - Ph 3365-7166
- Cafe / Food Outlets
- Public Toilet